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The Red Queen effect refers to the conversation 
between the Red Queen and Alice in Lewis Car-
roll’s Through the Looking Glass, the sequel to Alice 
in Wonderland. In Through the Looking Glass, Alice 
realizes that she is running as fast as she can, but she 
is not getting anywhere relative to her surround-

ings. The Red Queen responds: “Here, you see, it takes all the 
running you can do to keep in the same place. If you want to 
get somewhere else, you must run at least twice as fast as that!” 

Simplistically, the underlying message is that continuous 
evolution is necessary to keep up with changing conditions. 
Initially, biologists applied this analogy to describe the evolu-
tion of species needed to increase the chances of survival in 
the dynamic environment. Specifically, the Red Queen effect 
provided logic for understanding how pathogens may main-
tain sexual reproduction in hosts to avoid extinction. 

Subsequently, many theorists have used the notion of the 
Red Queen effect to explain behavior in various adaptive 
systems, ranging from organizational competitiveness to the 
sustainability of societies. In the process improvement context, 
the Red Queen effect is the ability of an organization to con-
tinuously evolve and sustain improvements in performance. 

The Warner Robins Air Logistics Complex in Georgia ad-
opted the concept of the Red Queen effect to evolve continu-
ously and sustain improvements in its performance. The air lo-
gistics complex maintains or modifies operations on the C-5, 
C-17 and C-130 cargo aircraft and the F-15 fighter aircraft. 

Typically, significant maintenance activities follow similar 
steps: disassembly (and inspection), repair (or modification), 
buildup and functional test. We will examine the Red Queen 
effect on F-15 maintenance and how, over time, the trends 
show a significant increase in speed (or reduction in flow days), 
a decrease in work-in-process (WIP) inventory, an increase in 
quality of finished products and a decrease in cost. 

The execution model 
The Red Queen logic is implemented by the Air Force Sus-
tainment Center execution model, which is the practice of us-
ing science to move an organization. The execution model 
detailed in Figure 1 promotes achieving world-class status by 
improving the speed of aircraft maintenance. 

While the focus is on speed, speed must be mindful of qual-
ity and safety. The execution model consists of eight horizon-
tal bars that, taken collectively, operationalize the Red Queen 
effect to improve performance.

The first bar, “road to …” establishes the tone for achieving 
and sustaining the art of the possible results. Simplistically, the 
plan shows current and future targets, delineates milestones of 
achievements and develops an action plan to sustain perfor-
mance improvements. The second bar represents “networks,” 
which lays out an electronic path (e.g., Concerto, a propri-
etary information system) to perform aircraft maintenance 

activities. The path consists of a sequence of task dependencies 
which includes well-defined predecessors and successors, and 
clearly identifies routing information to complete all aircraft 
maintenance activities. 

The third bar, “gates/DBR,” provides control or stability 
in managing aircraft maintenance activities. Specifically, gates 
introduce breaks, or manageable chunks of work, through 
the networks, and DBR, which stands for drum buffer rope, 
controls the release of work, prevents multitasking (or stretch-
ing resources too thinly) and concentrates resources to gain 
speed. A schedule or drum is set for the constraint so that the 
constraint can dictate the pace of the system. The buffer is es-
tablished prior to the constraint to protect the constraint from 
variations, while the rope is a communication mechanism to 
release or authorize work to the system.  

The fourth bar, “release points,” establishes elaborate check-
lists or rules at gates for releasing work under the drum buffer 
rope to ensure steady progress in completing aircraft mainte-
nance. The ideas promoted in the previous two bars emphasize 
controlled release, which is an important tenet of the theory of 
constraints (TOC) principles.

The fifth bar, “visual displays,” displays important informa-
tion regarding aircraft maintenance performance (e.g., speed 
or quality) on the shop floor for the mechanics and the super-
visors. The displays should be relevant, simple and an accurate 
reflection of how the aircraft maintenance is progressing. The 
sixth bar, “standard work” (scripting), delineates repeatable 
steps for accomplishing a task on the shop floor. 

While a network establishes task dependencies, standard 
work, also known as scripting, breaks down the tasks into a 
sequence of steps that are more meaningful for a mechanic 
to use to complete the tasks. The concepts embedded in the 
previous two bars are anchored in lean principles. 

The seventh bar, “tools/tech data,” emphasizes the impor-
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A model for excellence
The Air Force Sustainment Center’s execution model is 
designed to continuously evolve and sustain improvements 
in performance. Note that Concerto, Impressa, PDMSS and 
Credenza are proprietary information systems, while DBR 
stands for drum buffer rope.


